The Spiritual Attacks and Curses of the Jews
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
We have stated and stated again. The book of the bible is a book of jewish witchcraft. This
info right here is even for the most blind, its beyond "denying", as this is a video, as visual,
that only ignorant fools would brush away.
While idiotic xians pray to this so called "jhvh" or his kike son "jewsus" they are simply
channeling energy to the enemy and a massive "thoughtform" of the bible. Thoughts are
energy and it has been proven scientifically.

The jews utilize this to protect themselves, get riches, launch curses to destroy and kill, make
enormous amounts of wealth and so forth. This ties into very easy knowledge in regards to
how energy can be directed towards a goal. Contrary to the beliefs of many idiots, the kikes
really use the bible in their prayers and rituals, simply because its a jewish book. Judaism is
only for jews, which means, those privileged to use the power of the massive vortex of
energy the enemy is creating for the purposes of the jewish race.

Many times we here do get attacked by such "rituals" and it must be always taken in
consideration that the enemy is most ruthless. They will not hesitate to destroy the whole
planet given they do not "obey". Even the most ordinary "jews" know entirely well how to
lie, curse spiritually, steal and so forth.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pe9KN2V5xQ8
Check out this video. In 1:19 this stupid kike starts cursing the "goy" woman, with Hebrew
passages from the bible. She says the passage trice and then uses the affirmation. Also, the
way she curses her "May your grin turn to blood" is a Talmudic curse.
And this is nothing but the ordinary kike going down the street. Also, notice how she clearly
states she will cruse this woman on the Sabbat with the "Rabbi". This is just your average
kike going down the street, not at all anyone "Higher up" or important.
"I want you to be completely abandoned and I want you to turn into a slave.” Abandoned by
who? By Satan as its most evident. People who aren't with Satan or the Gods are without
any spiritual protection whatsoever.
Now, if you take a bit of a closer look. Many do remember how this jew Ariel Sharon
suffered twice a stroke. It was "rumored" he was cursed by "Kabbalists" in order for this to
happen. This is nothing, as the jews have been a most brutal group and have killed many of
their own again and again over the times.

As I have stated again and this is from Satan, the enemy doesn't hesitate to kill their own,
brutally and very quickly, because this is exactly how their reptilian masters want it as such.
Now as for the nasty video, obviously, this video is cut. For those who delve into the occult,
they know that the "prayer" part is prior or after the actual energy raising has taken place.
And the jews raise energy by killing, drinking blood and so forth.
The jews state things from the bible, which is nothing but a book of witchcraft. For the xians
who are such idiots to think that somehow the bible isn't of the kikes, its advisable to wake
the fuck up, as they are giving their soul energy and though energy to these criminal kikes so
they can terrorize and destroy whole Nations and continents. All their grimoires and so the
bible, simply state of cursing Satan and so forth.

Xianity, pisslam and everything around these things is the same exact thing. They are
fighting for the jewish domination, and their own damnation. They are fighting against the
One and only real God, who is SATAN. The jews have been always using Ritual murder for
such rituals. Then, they go and blame all this to "Satan". They simply are projecting all they
are and do to Satan, to keep people away from the Truth. So they can be "Completely
abaddoned and to be turned into a slave". Only SATAN, who is the ADVERSARY of the jews,
can defeat them. And only through Him we can win this fight against these alien prelithic
murderers.
https://youtu.be/RpyGwuYJ1Ag
To understand further, see this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoNVATbbTlc
Read this Sermon: topic483.html
If you go down the comments of these videos, there are kikes stating on how they
supposedly tried cursing Hitler and the Nazis, or Mussolini and so forth. Connecting the dots
all around and you are going to see that our statements are entirely hitting a nerve. For that
reason, we need to keep up the warfare against these scums and rats and deliver them to
Spiritual Justice for their crimes and endless destruction upon Gentile Humankind. They
need to get punished.
This is obviously mere bullshit that has made it in the public. If you want to know Truly what
the jews are and what they do, study further all our websites. And above all. Fight. People
are going to suffer needlessly, and nature is suffering. All this due to the jews and their
negativity and sickness they have brought into this planet. They were the first to invent that
"God" is about "death", "Slavery", "Punishment". They have brought all these insane ideas
about sicknesses, evil and so forth into being.
They have brought plagues and pestilence to every person more or less. Do not let these
losers win. They are losers and losers they will remain for they have opposed Our God, who
is Satan. Satan is the highest God. He cannot be defeated. Our efforts are bringing them
DOWN. DO NOT STOP. The jews NEVER stop. They attack every damn day, every damn hour,
every non jew and the whole planet.

They are weak, like fleas, yet they fight over and over. When one sleeps the other one
continues. We must keep it up mercilessly, far more than they do.
Here is how to fight:
josministries.prophpbb.com/topic8277.html

